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it's surprisingly a loud and pro-land cruiser rally. the cheeky protagonist doesnt seem to give two hoots about it.
but as the film progresses, we get to see how his journey to find a suitable maruti ends happily. pooja desai's film

is witty and graceful, a treat for the eyes and ears. and if you are a fan of indian comedy movies, this is a must
watch. there are times when you forget all about your shakkar and start thinking about the quality of the video

and the audio, but the india today team took us to a different place, where the latest blockbuster movie, mere dad
ki maruti, hit the theaters. here's all about it. the film's title, mere dad ki maruti (the ordinary man's dad), is a

tongue-in-cheek reference to the story. it's the kind of film where you can't help but laugh out loud at the jokes,
the vulgarity, the friendliness, and the one-liners. so, how does one write a tale that works as an offbeat comedy
and a brilliant coming-of-age tale? you can't. but saqib saleem does it in mere dad ki maruti, his third film after

ugly secret sour water and ugly secret sour water. saqib saleem is a very good comedian. and so are his
characters. even though he's only 24, he has two kids already. but he's a college dropout who's going nowhere

fast. he's a dreamer, who's willing to follow the stars. his fantasy is finally realized when he gets a glimpse of his
dad's new flashy car. he's very excited, but his dad is out of the picture for a major wedding. he does all he can to
impress the bride, but only manages to lose the car. "mere dad ki maruti" is a quirky tale of boys, girls, marriage,

cars and a wise-ass dad. starring ram kapoor, saqib saleem and rhea chakraborty.
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mere dad ki maruti will surely charm
you with its superb performance on the

screen and will have you laughing
throughout, if not for its entirety.
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directed by yash chopra's son farah
khan, this movie is quite unique. with a
few similarities to his popular 2006 hit
dostana, the film builds on that first
outing's rapid-fire dialogue and witty

repartee, and broadens the scope to a
big, fat, sunny punjabi wedding. but
within a year, the svelte, romantic
thakur girl starts getting kind of

obsessed about the goings-on in his
mysterious, comical family. with the

wedding near, the young hero is
besotted with the girl, but the parents
have a different idea in mind: the girl
will live with the family on the girl's

side - and the guy will head to a career
in business. dada decides to get his

way, and informs the family patriarch
(ramnivas ghatak) that the girl will

soon be moving to live with them. in a
roundabout way, the film's premise is
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revealed: the girl's dad has been lying
about the car being offered as a gift to
the groom's family. in the movie, we

watch both the families' perspectives -
the girl's and the guy's - of the

situation. while the girl's family gets
angry at her father for lying to them,

the guy's family is happy that their son
is getting such a good daughter. along

with a few well-placed subplots, the
story threads up in a spectacular final
hour. the film brings you eye candy, of
course. it presents a beautiful display

of the rich variety of the indian culture.
music in the film is one of its favorite

assets. it's not too long, and it has a lot
of heart. additionally, the film has

some great songs, which are nothing
less than what you'd expect of a yash

chopra film. the characters also
manage to hold their own. the
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romantic track riqudd (composed by
vishal-shekhar) opens up the film. its
melody is sugary sweet, and its lyrics
are full of sugary innuendos. in fact,

the song is a sincere tribute to the love
between the two characters. although

it's a scene stealer, the rest of the
songs lose their steam soon.
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